
Question 1

Which of the following does PEAP use to authentcate the user inside an encrypted tunnel?
Each correct answer represents a complete solutonn Choose twon

An AES
Bn MS-CHAP v2
Cn GTC
Dn RC4
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Explanatonn
PEAP uses only a server-side certicaten This certicate creates an encrypted tunnel in which the user is
authentcatedn PEAP (Protected EAP)
uses Microsof Challenge Handshake Authentcaton Protocol version 2 (MS-CHAP v2) or Generic Token
Card (GTC) to authentcate the user inside an encrypted tunneln
What is PEAP?
PEAP (Protected Extensible Authentcaton Protocol) is a method to securely transmit authentcaton
informaton over wired or wireless networksn It was jointly developed by Cisco Systems, Microsof, and
RSA Securityn PEAP is not an encrypton protocol; as with other EAP protocols, it only authentcates a
client into a networkn
PEAP uses server-side public key certicates to authentcate the servern It creates an encrypted SSL/TLS
(Secure sockets layer/Transport layer security) tunnel between the client and the authentcaton servern
In most coniguratons, the keys for this encrypton are transported using the server's public keyn The
resultant exchange of authentcaton informaton inside the tunnel to authentcate the client is then
encrypted and the user credentals are thus safe and securen
What is MS-CHAP v2?
Microsof Challenge Handshake Authentcaton Protocol version 2 (MS-CHAP v2) is the new version of
MS-CHAPn MS-CHAP v2 provides the highest level of security and encrypton for dial-up connecton in the
environment consistng of both Windows NT and Windows 2000/XP dial-up clientsn It provides mutual
authentcaton, stronger inital data encrypton keys,
and diferent encrypton keys for sending and receiving datan
What is GTC?
GTC (Generic Token Card) is an alternatve to PEAP-MSCHAPv2n GTC is used by the PEAP authentcaton
protocol to tunnel password data that is used for token cards and plaintext authentcatonn It carries a
text challenge from an authentcaton server and a reply that is generated by a security tokenn GTC does
not generate session keys to secure network trafcn
Answer opton D is incorrectn RC4 is a stream cipher designed by Ron Rivestn It is used in many
applicatons, including Transport Layer Security (TLS), Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), Wi-Fi Protected
Access (WPA), etcn RC4 is fast and simplen However, it has weaknesses that argue against its use in new
systemsn It is especially vulnerable when the beginning of the output keystream is not discarded,
nonrandom or related keys are used, or a single keystream is used twicen Some ways of using RC4 can
lead to very insecure cryptosystems such as WEPn
Answer opton A is incorrectn AES (Advanced Encrypton Standard) is an encrypton method used in WPA
and WPA2n
What is AES?



The Advanced Encrypton Standard (AES) is an encrypton standard adopted by the UnSn governmentn The
standard comprises three block ciphers, AES-128, AES-192, and AES-256n Each AES cipher has a 128-bit
block size, with key sizes of 128, 192, and 256 bits, respectvelyn The AES ciphers have been analyzed
extensively and are now used worldwide, as was the case with its predecessor, the Data Encrypton
Standard (DES)n AES was announced by Natonal Insttute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as UnSn FIPS
PUB 197 (FIPS 197) on November 26, 2001 afer a 5-year standardizaton process in which ifeen
competng designs were presented and evaluated before Rijndael was selected as the most suitablen It
became efectve as a standard on May 26, 2002n As of 2009, AES is one of the most popular algorithms
used in symmetric key cryptographyn It is available in many diferent encrypton packagesn AES is the irst
publicly accessible and open cipher approved by the NSA for top secret informatonn

Question 2

Which of the following atacks are considered as authentcaton atacks?
Each correct answer represents a complete solutonn Choose all that applyn

An Man-in-the-middle atack
Bn Denial-of-Service (DoS) atack
Cn Jamming atack
Dn Eavesdropper atack
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Explanatonn
Man-in-the-middle atacks occur when an atacker successfully inserts an intermediary sofware or
program between two communicatng hostsn The intermediary sofware or program allows atackers to
listen to and modify the communicaton packets passing between the two hostsn The sofware intercepts
the communicaton packets and then sends the informaton to the receiving hostn The receiving host
responds to the sofware, presuming it to be the legitmate clientn
Eavesdropping is the process of listening in private conversatonsn It also includes atackers listening in on
the network trafcn For example, it can be done over telephone lines (wiretapping), e-mail, instant
messaging, and any other method of communicaton considered privaten Answer opton C is incorrectn
Jamming atacks can be a huge problem for wireless networksn Jamming is a technique that is used to
simply shut down the wireless networkn A jamming atack is performed whenever a hacker uses passive
and actve atacks to access valuable informaton from the networkn
Answer opton B is incorrectn A Denial-of-Service (DoS) atack is mounted with the objectve of causing a
negatve impact on the performance of a computer or networkn It is also known as network saturaton
atack or bandwidth consumpton atackn Atackers make Denial-of-Service atacks by sending a large
number of protocol packets to a networkn A DoS atack can cause the following to occurn
Saturate network resourcesn Disrupt connectons between two computers, thereby preventng
communicatons between servicesn Disrupt services to a speciic computern
A SYN atack is a common DoS technique in which an atacker sends multple SYN packets to a target
computern For each SYN packet received, the target computer allocates resources and sends an
acknowledgement (SYN-ACK) to the source IP addressn Since the target computer does
not receive a response from the atacking computer, it atempts to resend the SYN-ACKn This leaves TCP
ports in the half-open staten When an atacker sends TCP SYNs repeatedly before the half-open
connectons are tmed out, the target computer eventually runs out of resources and is unable to handle
any more connectons, thereby denying service to legitmate usersn



Question 3

Which of the following keys is used to encrypt and decrypt all broadcast and multcast transmissions
between the supplicant and an authentcator?

An Master Key
Bn Temporal Key
Cn Group Temporal Key
Dn Pairwise Transient Key
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Explanatonn
Group Temporal Key (GTK) is used to encrypt and decrypt all broadcast and multcast transmissions
between the supplicant and an authentcatorn
Answer opton D is incorrectn Pairwise Transient Key (PTK) is used to encrypt and decrypt all unicast
transmissions between the supplicant and an authentcatorn Each PTK is used uniquely between each
individual supplicant and an authentcatorn
Answer opton B is incorrectn Temporal Key is used in encryptng and decryptng the MSDU payload of
IEEE 802n11 data frames between the supplicant and an authentcatorn
Answer opton A is incorrectn Master Key is not used in encryptng and decryptng IEEE 802n11 data
framesn

Question 4

You work as a System Administrator for Tech Perfect Incn The company has a wireless LAN networkn You
want to implement a tool in the company's network, which monitors the radio spectrum used by the
wireless LAN network, and immediately alerts you whenever a rogue access point is detected in the
networkn Which of the following tools will you use?

An Firewall
Bn WIPS
Cn MFP
Dn NAT
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Explanatonn
Wireless intrusion preventon system (WIPS) monitors the radio spectrum for the presence of
unauthorized, rogue access points and the use of wireless atack toolsn The system monitors the radio
spectrum used by wireless LANs, and immediately alerts a systems administrator whenever a rogue
access point is detectedn Conventonally it is achieved by comparing the MAC address of the
partcipatng wireless devicesn
Rogue devices can spoof MAC address of an authorized network device as their ownn WIPS uses
ingerprintng approach to weed out devices with spoofed MAC addressesn The idea is to compare the
unique signatures exhibited by the signals emited by each wireless device against the known signatures
of pre-authorized, known wireless devicesn



Answer opton D is incorrectn Network address translaton (NAT) is a technique that allows multple
computers to share one or more IP addressesn NAT is conigured at the server between a private network
and the Internetn It allows the computers in a private network to share a global, ISP assigned addressn
NAT modiies the headers of packets traversing the servern For packets outbound to the Internet, it
translates the source addresses from private to public, whereas for packets inbound from the Internet, it
translates the destnaton addresses from public to privaten Answer opton A is incorrectn A irewall is a
combinaton of sofware and hardware that prevents data packets from coming in or going out of a
speciied network or computern It is used to separate an internal network from the Internetn It analyzes
all the trafc between a network and the Internet, and provides centralized access control on how users
should use the networkn A irewall can also perform the following functonsn
Block unwanted trafcn
Direct the incoming trafc to more trustworthy internal computersn
Hide vulnerable computers that are exposed to the Internetn
Log trafc to and from the private networkn
Hide informaton, such as computer names, network topology, network device types, and internal user
IDs from external usersn
Answer opton C is incorrectn MFP (Management Frame Protecton) is a method used to detect spoofed
management framesn A user can avoid the vulnerabilites by enabling MFP in the Cisco wireless LANn
MFP works with the controller-based thin-AP architecture and the Cisco IOS sofware-based autonomous
APs when they are used in combinaton with the Cisco Wireless LAN Solutons Enginen
Cisco WLAN systems place a digital signature into the management framen This signature is a ield with
an encrypted hash to check the message integrityn Only an authorized AP can create it and an authorized
receiver can validate the signaturen Packets that arrive without digital signatures are ignoredn

Question 5

Which of the following monitors program actvites and modiies malicious actvites on a system?

An NIDS
Bn Back door
Cn RADIUS
Dn HIDS
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Explanatonn
Host-based IDS (HIDS) is an Intrusion Detecton System that runs on the system to be monitoredn HIDS
monitors only the data that is directed to or originatng from that partcular system on which HIDS is
installedn Besides network trafc for detectng atacks, it can also monitor other parameters of the
system such as running processes, ile system access and integrity, and user logins for identfying
malicious actvitesn
BlackIce Defender and Tripwire are good examples of HIDSn Tripwire is an HIDS tool that automatcally
calculates the cryptographic hashes of all system iles as well as any other iles that a network
administrator wants to monitor for modiicatonsn It then periodically scans all monitored iles and
recalculates informaton to see whether or not the iles have been modiiedn It raises an alarm if changes
are detectedn
Answer opton C is incorrectn RADIUS is an industry standard protocol to authentcate, authorize, and
account for access server connectonsn



Answer opton B is incorrectn Back door is a program or account that allows access to a system by
skipping the security checksn Many vendors and developers implement back doors to save tme and
efort by skipping the security checks while troubleshootngn Back door is considered to be a security
threat and should be kept with the highest securityn If a back door becomes known to atackers and
malicious users, they can use it to exploit the systemn
Answer opton A is incorrectn A Network-based Detecton System (NIDS) analyzes data packets fowing
through a networkn It can detect malicious packets that are designed to be overlooked by a irewall's
simplistc iltering rulesn It is responsible for detectng anomalous or inappropriate data that may be
considered 'unauthorized' on a networkn An NIDS captures and inspects all data trafc, regardless of
whether or not it is permited for checkingn

Question 6

Which of the following EAP protocols is primarily developed for second generaton (2G) mobile
networks?

An EAP-AKA
Bn EAP-FAST
Cn EAP-SIM
Dn EAP-TTLS
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Explanatonn
EAP-Subscriber Identty Module (EAP-SIM) is primarily developed for second generaton (2G) mobile
networksn Extensible Authentcaton Protocol Method for GSM Subscriber Identty Module, or EAP-SIM,
is an Extensible Authentcaton Protocol (EAP) mechanism for authentcaton and session key distributon
using the Global System for Mobile Communicatons (GSM) Subscriber Identty Module (SIM)n
GSM cellular networks use a subscriber identty module (SIM) card to carry out user authentcatonn EAP-
SIM uses a SIM authentcaton algorithm between the client and an Authentcaton, Authorizaton, and
Accountng (AAA) server providing mutual authentcaton between the client and the networkn
Answer opton A is incorrectn EAP-Authentcaton and Key Agreement (EAP-AKA) is primarily developed
for third generaton (3G) mobile networksn Answer opton B is incorrectn EAP-FAST (Flexible
Authentcaton via Secure Tunneling) is a protocol proposal by Cisco Systems as a replacement
for LEAPn The protocol was designed to address the weaknesses of LEAP while preserving the
"lightweight" implementatonn Use of server certicates is optonal in EAP-FASTn EAP-FAST uses a
Protected Access Credental (PAC) to establish a TLS tunnel in which client credentals are
veriiedn
Answer opton D is incorrectn EAP-Tunneled Transport Layer Security (EAP-TTLS) is an EAP protocol that
extends TLSn It is widely supported across platorms; although there is no natve OS support for this EAP
protocol in Microsof Windows, it requires the installaton of small extra programs such as SecureW2n
EAP-TTLS ofers very good securityn The client can but does not have to be authentcated via a CA-signed
PKI certicate to the servern This greatly simpliies the setup procedure, as a certicate does not need to
be installed on every clientn Afer the server is securely authentcated to the client via its CA certicate
and optonally the client to the server, the server can then use the established secure connecton
("tunnel") to authentcate the clientn

Question 7



Which of the following keys are used by the symmetric key algorithm?
Each correct answer represents a complete solutonn Choose all that applyn

An Group Temporal Key
Bn Pairwise Transient Key
Cn Private Key
Dn Public Key
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Explanatonn
Private keys are used by the symmetric key algorithmn
What is private key?
In cryptography, a private or secret key is an encrypton/decrypton key known only to the party or
partes that exchange secret messagesn In traditonal secret key cryptography, a key would be shared by
the communicators so that each could encrypt and decrypt messagesn
Answer opton D is incorrectn A Public Key is known commonly to everybodyn It is used to encrypt datan
Only speciic users can decrypt itn Data encrypton is used to encrypt data so that it can only be decrypted
with the corresponding private key owned by the public key ownern The public key is also used to verify
digital signaturesn This signature is created by the associated private keyn
Answer opton B is incorrectn Pairwise Transient Key (PTK) is a 64-byte key that comprises the followingn
16 bytes of EAPOL-Key Conirmaton Key (KCK)n This key is used to compute MIC on WPA EAPOL Key
messagen 16 bytes of EAPOL-Key Encrypton Key (KEK)n AP uses this key to encrypt additonal data sent
(in the 'Key Data' ield) to the clientn 16 bytes of Temporal Key (TK)n This key is used to encrypt/decrypt
unicast data packetsn
8 bytes of Michael MIC Authentcator Tx Keyn This key is used to compute MIC on unicast data packets
transmited by the APn 8 bytes of Michael MIC Authentcator Rx Keyn This key is used to compute MIC on
unicast data packets transmited by the statonnPairwise Transient Key is derived from the pairwise
master key (PMK), Authentcator address (AA), Supplicant address (SPA), Authentcator
nonce (A Nonce), and Supplicant nonce (S Nonce) using pseudo-random functon (PRF)n
Answer opton A is incorrectn Group Temporal Key (GTK) is a random value that is assigned by the
broadcast/multcast sourcen It is used to protect broadcast/multcast medium access control (MAC)
protocol data unitsn It is derived from a group master key (GMK)n

Question 8

Which of the following keys are types of pairwise transient key (PTK)?
Each correct answer represents a complete solutonn Choose all that applyn

An Temporal Key (TK)
Bn Key Encrypton Key (KEK)
Cn Key Conirmaton Key (KCK)
Dn STSL Transient Key (STK)

Aoswern ABC

Explanatonn
Following are the types of pairwise transient key (PTK)n



Key Conirmaton Key (KCK)n Key Conirmaton Key (KCK) provides data integrity during the 4-way
handshake and group key handshake processesn It binds the pairwise master key (PMK) to the APn
Key Encrypton Key (KEK)n Key Encrypton Key (KEK) provides data privacy during the 4-way handshake
and group key handshake processesn
Temporal Key (TK)n Temporal key (TK) encrypts and decrypts the MSDU payload of the IEEE 802n11 data
frames between the client and the APnAnswer opton D is incorrectn The STSL Transient Key (STK) is used
in the peerkey handshake processn
What is Pairwise Transient Key?
Pairwise Transient Key (PTK) is a 64-byte key that comprises the followingn
16 bytes of EAPOL-Key Conirmaton Key (KCK)n This key is used to compute MIC on WPA EAPOL Key
messagen 16 bytes of EAPOL-Key Encrypton Key (KEK)n AP uses this key to encrypt additonal data sent
(in the 'Key Data' ield) to the clientn 16 bytes of Temporal Key (TK)n This key is used to encrypt/decrypt
unicast data packetsn 8 bytes of Michael MIC Authentcator Tx Keyn This key is used to compute MIC on
unicast data packets transmited by the APn 8 bytes of Michael MIC Authentcator Rx Keyn This key is
used to compute MIC on unicast data packets transmited by the statonnPairwise Transient Key is
derived from the pairwise master key (PMK), Authentcator address (AA), Supplicant address
(SPA), Authentcator nonce (A Nonce), and Supplicant nonce (S Nonce) using pseudo-random functon
(PRF)n

Question 9

Fill in the blank with the appropriate term.
_______________ is a hacking technique of changing an assigned Media Access Control (MAC) address
of a networked device to a different one.

A. MAC spoofing

Answer: A

Explanatonn MAC spooing (or Identty thef) atack occurs when a cracker is able to listen on network
trafc and identfy the MAC address of a computer with network privilegesn Most wireless systems allow
some kind of MAC iltering to allow only the authorized computers with speciic MAC IDs to gain access
and utlize the networkn However, a number of programs exist that have network "snifng" capabilitesn
Combine these programs with other sofware that allow a computer to pretend it has any MAC address
that the cracker desires and can easily get around that hurdlen MAC Spooing is a technique of changing
an assigned Media Access Control (MAC) address of a networked device to a diferent onen The
changing of the assigned MAC address may allow the bypassing of access control lists on the servers or
routers, either hiding a computer on a network or allowing it, to impersonate another computern

Question 10

Which of the following is a type of security management for computers and networks in order to identfy
security breaches?

An EAP
Bn IPS
Cn IDS
Dn ASA

Aoswern C



Explanatonn
Intrusion detecton (ID) is a type of security management system for computers and networksn An ID
system gathers and analyzes informaton from various areas within a computer or a network to identfy
possible security breaches, which include both intrusions (atacks from outside the organizaton) and
misuse (atacks from within the organizaton)n ID uses vulnerability assessment (sometmes referred to
as scanning), which is a technology developed to assess the security of a computer system or networkn
Intrusion detecton functons include the followingn
Monitoring and analyzing both user and system actvites
Analyzing system coniguratons and vulnerabilites
Assessing system and ile integrity
Ability to recognize paterns typical of atacks
Analysis of abnormal actvity paterns
Tracking user policy violatons
Answer opton B is incorrectn An intrusion preventon system (IPS) is a network security device that
monitors network and/or system actvites for malicious or unwanted behavior and can react, in real-
tme, to block or prevent those actvitesn When an atack is detected, the IPS can drop the ofending
packets while stll allowing all other trafc to passn Answer opton D is incorrectn Adaptve Security
Appliance (ASA) is a new generaton of network security hardware of Ciscon ASA hardware acts
as a irewall, in other security roles, and in a combinaton of rolesn The Cisco ASA includes the following
componentsn Ant-xn Ant-x includes whole class of security tools such as Ant-virus, Ant-spyware, Ant-
spam, etcn Intrusion Detecton and Preventonn Intrusion Detecton and Preventon includes tools such
as Intrusion Detecton Systems (IDS) and Intrusion Preventon Systems (IPS) for sophistcated kinds of
atacksn Noten Earlier Cisco sold irewalls with the proprietary name PIX irewalln ASA is the new editon
of security solutons by Ciscon Answer opton A is incorrectn Extensible Authentcaton Protocol, or EAP,
is a universal authentcaton framework frequently used in wireless networks and Point-to-Point
connectonsn It is deined in RFC 3748, which has been updated by RFC 5247n Although the EAP protocol
is not limited to wireless LANs and can be used for wired LAN authentcaton, it is most ofen used in
wireless LANsn The WPA and WPA2 standard has ofcially adopted ive EAP types as its ofcial
authentcaton mechanismn EAP is an authentcaton framework, not a speciic authentcaton
mechanismn The EAP provides some common functons and a negotaton of the desired authentcaton
mechanismn


